TRIMMERS / BRUSHCUTTERS
PICTURES

MODEL
FSE 60

FS 38

FS 40 C-E

FS 50 C-E

FS 56 RC-E
FS 56 C-E

FS 70 R

FS 90 R
FS 90

DESCRIPTION
Make every cut a clean cut. With an easy squeeze of
the trigger, this lightweight grass trimmer is capable of
handling small to moderate yard work, its perfect
choice for homeowners who value convenience that is
easy on the ears and easier on the environment.
This lightweight and reliable trimmer ideal for the
cost-conscious homeowner. With optimized balance,
an ergonomic loop handle and low vibration, the FS 38
offers exceptional handling and maneuverability.

Lightweight and well-balanced, this low-emission, fuelefficient trimmer features a curved shaft for
exceptional handling around the home. Innovative
Easy2Srart technology makes starting almost
effortless.
Features a curved shaft for exceptional handling, and
8-inch longer shaft than the FS 40 C-E for taller users
and STIHL Easy2Start technology. The low exhaust
emission and fuel-efficient engine – 20% more fuel
efficient than the FS 46 – is ideal for home use.
With more power than the FS 55 R, its highperformance, fuel-efficient engine runs cleaner and
smoother with fewer refuels, AUTOCUT cutting head
and Easy2Start technology make it easy to use.
(The FS 56 C-E comes standard with Bike Handle.)
This straight-shaft trimmer boasts a powerful, fuelefficient engine and AUTOCUT head with TapAction to
feed new trimmer line, A highly durable cable drive
shaft, forged connecting rod and four-bearing gearbox
make it built to last.
Precise, powerful and environmentally conscious,
these low exhaust emission trimmer sport a 5%
increase in engine power over the FS 70 R and accept
a wide range of heavy duty cutting heads for
maximum versatility.
(bike handle version available)

PRICE

$119.95

$129.95

$159.95

$199.95

$199.95
$229.95

$299.95

$339.95
$379.95

FS 130 R

These heavy duty trimmers feature an incredible 33%
increase in engine power over the FS 110 trimmer
while maintaining an excellent power-to-weight ratio.
Anti-vibration system provides enhanced user
comfort.
(Loop handle version available)

$409.95

FS 240

The powerful FS 240 is great for cutting wild growth,
right-of-way or other heavy duty professional
applications. Its bike-handle design with soft-grip
handles makes it easy to complete large jobs with less
fatigue and more comfort.
(Loop handle version available)

$629.95

BLOWERS / SPRAYERS
PICTURES

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

BGE 71

With its two-speed, handle-mounted switch, the
STIHL BGE 71 gives you the power you need, when
you need it. Perfect for use outdoors in quiet
residential or commercial office settings. And with
optional kits, you can convert it into a vacuum and
gutter cleaner.

$119.95

BG 55

BG 56 C-E

BG 86
BG 86 C-E

SH 56 C-E

SH 86 C-E

A proven handheld blower at an affordable price,
it’s engineered for optimal performance and fuel
efficiency in a sleek and ergonomic design. Provides
the power needs to clean up leaves and lawn
clippings fast.
An easy-to-use handheld blower with a simplified
starting system paired with STIHL Easy2Start
making starting virtually effortless. The highperformance, low-emission engine makes quick
work of leaves and other yard waste.
Our most powerful hanheld blower, designed for
landscaping professionals, features a fuel-efficient,
low-emission gasoline powered engine, and
includes both flat and round nozzle attachments for
better job versatility.
The BG 86 C-E comes equipped with STIHL
Easy2Start technology.
A fuel-efficient shredder vac/blower with the
convenience of the Easy2Start System, it cuts yard
waste down to size. This versatile tool comes
standard with the necessary parts to easily convert
the shredder vac into a handheld blower.
This professional-grade shredder vac/blower shares
the same features as the SH 56 C_E, but delivers
higher air volume and velocity for tackling difficult
yard waste. Soft-grip handles and anti-vibration
technology provide greater comfort on the job.

$149.95

$169.95

$239.95
$259.95

$199.95

$279.95

HEDGE TRIMMERS
PICTURE

MODEL
HSE 52

HSE 70

DISCRIPTION
Homeowners will love this quiet, dependable and
powerful electric hedge trimmer. It’s lightweight
and well-balanced design reduces operator fatigue
and a 20” blade provides high cutting efficiency. The
HSE 52’s versatility makes it perfect for jobs large or
small.
The same lightweight features and quiet
performance as the HSE 60, but with a 24” cutting
blade. Made for clean, quiet cutting, the HSE 70 is
lightweight, well-balanced and easy-to-maneuver
with expanded cutting death.
Lightweight, easy-to-use and ideal for trimming
around the home, and 18” double-sided
reciprocating blade and comfortable handles, move
from hedge to hedge and create clean, even cuts
with precision.

HS 45

PRICE
$149.95

$189.95

$299.95

WET/DRY VACS
PICTURES

MODEL

DISCRIPTION

SE 62

Powerful enough for a construction site yet
designed to fit neatly into your home or workshop,
the new turbine design of the SE 62 provides
improved efficiency and performance. Low noise,
highly efficient and can handle heavy duty wet and
dry cleanup task with a larger, 6.6-gallon capacity.

PRICE

$349.95

CHAIN SAWS
PICTURES

MODEL
MSE 170 CBQ

DISCRIPTON
With no fuel to buy and power to spare, this
electric chain saw saves both time and
money. The lightweight MSE 170 C-BQ
features a wide trigger switch and the
toolless Quick Chain Adjuster for easy
operation. The soft grip handle makes for
comfortable trimming and firewood cutting.

PRICE
$319.95

MSE 170

MS 211 C-BE

MS 271
FARM BOSS

MS 311

MS 192 T C-E

MS 362 C-M

The STIHL MS 170 is a lightweight chain saw
for homeowners seeking a great value along
with many of the same design features the
professionals depend on. Compact,
lightweight with just the right amount of
power, the MS 170 makes quick work of
trimming of cutting small trees, fallen limbs
after a storm, and other tasks around the
yard.
A value-priced chain saw with advanced
engine technology, the MS 211 C-BE is both
hard working and easy-to-use with the added
benefit of two of our most popular comfort
feaures: STIHL Easy2Start for easy starting
with just a light pull on the cord, and Quick
Chain Adjuster, wich allows you to adjust the
chain without tools.
This high-performance, high-tech, fuelefficient chain saw delicers 20% longer fun
times between refueling – while cutting
exhaust emissions in half as compared to the
MS 270 there’s also a pre-separation air
filtration system that;s so effective, the air
filter can last up to five times longer, all
engineered into one compact, ergonomic
design.
A high-tech workhorse with a step-up in
horsepower and features over the MS 291,
the MS 311 features advanced engine
technology improving fuel economy by up to
20 %. The fuel-efficient, high-powered
engine reduces downtime on the job so you
can enjoy your own down time when the job
is done.
At only seven pounds, this top-handle saw
provides a lightweight ally as you climb to
the sky. Even better, the MS 192 T C-E
employs the STIHL Easy2Start system, which
enables users to start the engine with an
almost effortless pull on the cord, as well as
a retractable carry ring for climbing.
An optimal combination of torque, power ad
weight, the MS 362 C-M employs the latest
STIHL engine technology for increased
power, reduced emissions by up to 70% and
improved fuel efficiency – as compared to
previous models. STIHL M-Tronic technology
intuitively adjusts fuel through an innovative
microprocessor.

$179.95

$299.95

$419.95

$549.95

$309.95

$769.95

STIHL YARD BOSS
PICTURE

MODEL
MM 55

MM 55 C-E

DESCRIPTION
Take charge of your landscape with one
versatile, lightweight yard tool. This multi-task
machine uses a universal of high-performance
attachments and accessories.
The same powerful multi-tasking tool as the
MM 55, but enhanced with STIHL Easy2Start
technology for nearly effortless starting.

PRICE
$349.95

$379.95

STIHL YARD BOSS ATTACHMENTS
PICTURE

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

BK MM

Bolo Tines Cultivator- Cultivate deeper into the
soil, preparing it for planting as an alternative
style to the standard pick tines. This is great
for adding amendments to the soil.

$59.99

FC MM

Bed Edger-Walks the line between power and
convenience. Use this handy tool to cut
defined edges and separate the grass lawn
from the planting area.

$39.99

RL MM

KB-MM

MF-MM

BF MM

FS MM

Lawn Aerator-Breathe new life into your lawn.
This attachment creates a series of slits into
the soil of the lawn, allowing air, moisture,
fertilizers and other nutrients to get to the
roots.
Bristle Brush-This attachment makes quick
work of sweeping jobs on walkways and other
paved surfaces, featuring durable nylon
bristles and wide sweeping surface – one pass
convers on area up to 24” wide.
Dethatcher-Remove dead grass and other
accumulated material from the top of the soil.
This attachment cleans up your lawn, allowing
in more sunlight and nutrients.
Pick Tines Cultivator-Break up weeds and
hardened soil in the garden without disturbing
nearby plants with these pick-style tines,
delivering exceptional control while effectively
loosening hardened dirt or mulch.
Trimmer Attachment-When used together
with the MM wheel kit, this attachment turns
your MM 55 into a wheeled trimmer. Great for
knocking down heavy weeds and tough growth
with the ease and comfort of no your trimmer.

$59.99

$149.99

$199.99

$59.99

$89.99

DRILLS & AUGERS
PICTURES

MODEL
BT 130

BT 121

DESCRIPTION
Planting Auger-This rugged and durable auger boasts
more power and more torque than the previous model,
the fuel-efficient and low-exhaust emission engine
provides professional performance with single-handle
throttle control. The BT 130 features an advanced
vibration dampening system and STIHL Quickstop auger
brake.
The BT 121 earth auger from STIHL is packed with
power; it’s what professionals use on tough terrain or
remote jobs where power and light weight are a priority.
This lightweight, one-man auger features our exclusive
STIHL Quickstop® brake, which is a great feature if you
contact a rock, root or other immovable object.

PRICE
$699.95

$675.95

LITHUM-ION PRODUCTS
PICTURES

MODEL
MSA 160 C-BQ

FSA 65

DESCRIPTION
Lightweight. Powerful. Easy to start. Quiet. With
no mixing. No cords. And almost no sound. The
STIHL MSA 160 C-BQ is the first cordless
chainsaw tough enough to carry the name STIHL.
Powered by a STIHL Lithium-Ion battery.
Trim your yard and your carbon footprint. The
FSA 65 grass trimmer uses a 36-volt battery for
zero-exhaust emission performance that is
amazingly quiet and lightweight. Best of all,
startups are as simple as pulling the trigger.

AP 180

Giving landscapers the ultimate tool for working
in densely populated and noise-restricted areas.
Powered by 36-bolt Lithium-Ion battery
technology, this grass trimmer is five times
quieter than the STIHL gasoline-powered
equivalent.
36 volt Lithium-Ion – 178 Wh, LED display
indicates charge level, Lightweight, only 3.8lbs

AL 300

70-minute charge time (80%) for AP 115, 150minute charge time (80%) for AP 180

FSA 85

Al 500

High-speed charger for charging high-capacity
batteries, like AP 180 and AR900, 20-minute
charge time (80%) for AP 180 100-minute charge
time (80%) for AR 900

PRICE
$329.95

$259.95

$299.95

$199.99

$89.99

$129.99

KOMBISYSTEM UNITS
PICTURE

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

KM 90 R

This versatile low-emission KombiMotor has
more than enough power for professional
applications.

$309.95

Our most powerful KombiMotor, the KM 130 R
has 33% more engine power than the KM 110 R.

KM 130 R

$369.95

STIHL KombiSystem Attachments:
PICTURES

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

FSB KM

Curved Shaft Trimmer Attachment-This curved shaft
trimmer attachment is lightweight, easy-to-use and
designed for greater comfort and control.

$59.99

FS KM

KS KM

HL KM 135

Line Head Trimmer Attachment-Designed for
trimming around obstacles, this KombiSystem
attachment uses the dependable AUTOCUT head and
delivers greater maneuverability around your
landscape.
Brushcutter with 4-Tooth grass blade attachmentThis heavy duty brushcutter attachment features a 4tooth cutting blade for weeds and thick, tough grass.
Adjustable Hedge Trimmer Attachment-Innovative
locking design adjusts, letting you cut at different
angles without the need for additional tools.

$99.99

$99.99

$249.99

HT KM

Pole Pruner Attachment-This attachment makes
quick work of pruning trees and shrubs and features
a side-access chain tensioner for easy chain
adjustments.

$219.99

HT KM

Optional HT-KM Shaft extension-When tall branches
and shrubs are out of reach, this shaft extension
extends the reach of your cutting attachments.

$69.99

BG KM

Blower Attachment-Lightweight multi-stage axial
blower delivers the power needed for quick debris
removal for outdoor cleanup projects.

$119.99

FCB KM

FCS KM

BF KM

FH KM 135

Curved Lawn Edger Attachment- For edging along
walkways and planting beds, this attachment
features an adjustable-depth control wheel and builtin blade “sight” for precision cutting.
Straight Lawn Edger Attachment-This straight lawn
edger attachment cleans up edges with more power
and an open-deflector design.

Mini-Cultivator Attachment-This STIHL KombiSystem
mini-cultivator attachment is a lightweight cultivator,
ideal for flower bed rejuvenation and mixing
amendments into the soil.
Adjustable Power Scythe Attachment-Transforms you
STHIL KombiMotor into a precise weed and grass
trimmer. Ideal for parking lots and tight trimming
conditions.

$99.99

$189.99

$189.99

$239.99

